119 DISQUS OPERATING AGREEMENT
This is the operating agreement that governs discussions at 119 Ministries.
119’s Commitment:
1) We will provide a safe and effective vehicle to facilitate global discussion about Biblical topics.
2) We will moderate discussions to ensure they follow the 119 DISQUS Operating Agreement.
3) We will participate in discussions as we are able and to the degree we see fit.
Participant’s Commitment:
1) Discussions must stay within the scope of the subject intended for each thread.
2) Everyone must treat everyone with respect and kindness regardless of their doctrines or beliefs.
3) One can request perspective from 119 Ministries, but not demand it. We are here to serve, but
we are not here to serve only you. We do not have all of the answers, nor do we have unlimited
time.
4) Controversial discussions must be entertained in the teachings dedicated to such subjects, which
include, but not limited to:
 Calendar debates
 Spelling and pronouncing of names
 Trinity
5) Submitted content for discussion must be considered appropriate (i.e. no profanity)
Violations of this agreement can result in deleted posts, warnings, temporary profile bans, or
permanent profile bans.
NOTE:
We understand that there exists a debate about the shape of the Earth. While we do not agree with
the position of flat Earth, in our ranking of what we consider important to invest our time and
resources into, the flat Earth debate ranks at the bottom. By no means are we being critical of how
anyone spends time, but from our perspective, for whatever that is worth, we consider the matter to
be inconsequential and is of no significance or value. We do hope that others passionate about the
subject come to the same position as we have witnessed more problems to those in the faith than any
spiritual gain regarding this subject. Because of this, we do not consider the DISQUS platform on
the 119 Ministries website an appropriate place for such discussion. We will respectfully remove any
posts on that subject. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.

